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MEMO TO DESIGNERS 7·10 • SEPTEMBER 1994 

Bridge Deck Joints and Deck Joint Seals 

Introduction 
Although often thought of as static, highway structures are continually in a state of 
motion. Expansion and contraction caused by temperature changes, shortening and 
creep caused by prestressing, deflections caused by live loads, and longitudinal forces 
caused by vehicular traffic all combine to produce nearly continuous motion in 
highway bridges. Such movements are deceptively slow; however, the associated 
forces are tremendous.1 

The most common method of accommodating movement and associated forces is the 
deck joint. Deck joints fall into two broad categories: open joints and sealed joints. 
In the past Caltrans has used both open and a variety of sealed joints with varying 
degrees of success. 

The design and performance of a structure's deck joints have a significant impact on 
bearing performance and future maintenance of the structure. Failed deck joints have 
caused extensive damage to bearings, abutment backwalls and diaphragms in the 
past. Thus, the lack of attention to design and construction details or trying to 
minimize the initial cost of the joint may result in costly future maintenance and 
repairs. 

Supersedes Memo to Designers 7-10 dated April 1990 
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General Policy 
This memo establishes a general policy to coordinate all aspects of deck joints, and 
deck joint seals. 

Except in rare circumstances, Division ofStructures policy is to seal all bridge joints. 
There may be locations where it is appropriate to design an open joint or finger joint. 
The Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist will offer advice, and will refer the 
designer to "As-Built" plans for details of such installations when possible. 

The type ofseal to be used generally depends on the structure movement rating (MR) 
as follows: 

Movement Rating (MR) Type of Seal 

Less than or equal lO 1h" Type A Seal (poured sealant) 

1" thru 2" TypeB Seal (neoprene compression seal) 

21h'' thru 4 II Joint Seal Assembly (strip seal) 

Greater than4" Joint Seal Assembly(modularunit) 

Otherjointseal systems may be appropriate for special circumstances, such as decks 
with AC overlays, joint seal replacement contracts with existing oversized "a" 
dimensions", and structures with large skews (skew ;;:::: 45°). The Joint Seals and 
Bearing Technical Specialist will offer advice in these cases. 

The performance of these seals is contingent upon correct installation, a well detailed 
set ofcontract plans (and shop plans where required) and precise specifications. The 
responsibilities of individuals in the respective functional areas are described below: 

Design 

1. 	 Determines the MR (Movement Rating) of all bridge expansion joints and 
prepares the Joint Movements Calculations sheets. 

2. 	 Consults with the Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist for special 
designs on large MR sealed joints during the early design stage. 
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3. 	 Furnishes to Construction the Joint Movements Calculations forms with the 
submittal of the Preliminary Repon. 

4. 	 Furnishes revised Joint Movements Calculations forms for going contracts when 
requested by Construction. 

5. 	 Provides precise details at hinges and abutments to accommodate joint seal 
assemblies where required. This may include deck overhang details. 

6. 	 Reviews and approves joint seal assembly shop plans with the assistance of the 
Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist and the Structure Representative. 

7. 	 Advises Specifications at least 2 months before PS&E when a proprietary seal is 
needed and furnishes information for their use in obtaining approvals. 

Specifications 

1. 	 Coordinates with Design on all types of expansion joints. 

2. 	 Obtains necessary approvals and price commianents when proprietary seals 
are needed. 

Construction 

1. 	 Determines the proper groove width or installation dimensions for the seals and 
completes the Joint Movements Calculations form. 

2. 	 Works with the design project engineer and the Joint Seals and Bearings 
Technical Specialist in verification and approval ofjoint seal shop plans. 

3. 	 Installs movement recording scribes on all expansion joints. 

4. 	 Returns the Joint Movements Calculations forms to the Office of Structure 
Construction with the Final Report. The office of Structure Construction will 
forward the documents to the Office ofStructure Maintenance and Investigations. 

5. 	 Verifies that one set of corrected 22" x 34" prints ofjoint seal assembly working 
drawings were submitted by the contractor to the Documents Unit (when joint 
seal assembly required). 
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Maintenance 

1. 	 Files the Joint Movements Calculations forms, and makes sufficient 
recordings of each joint to evaluate joint movement or changes in joint movemenL 

2. 	 Furnishes information to the Joint Seals and Bearings Committee so that problem 
areas can be evaluated as soon as possible. 

3. 	 Updates the Bridge Maintenance Database. 

Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist 

1. 	 Provides liaison and represents the Department by panicipating with other 
agencies, organizations and industry. 

2. 	 Keeps aware, through various sources, of state-of-the-art developments, applica-
tions, and practice. 

3. 	 Reviews, examines, and evaluates systems and proprietary products. 

4. 	 Coordinates and works with Design, Construction, Maintenance, and Laboratory 
personnel to solve problems, initiate research, and reach conclusions. 

5. 	 Develops and recommends methods, procedures, policy, and specifications. 

6. 	 Revises, updates and interprets standards, specifications, memos, and manuals. 

7. 	 Proposes and advocates use of appropriate new applications, methods, and materials. 

8. 	 Develops and uses various training methods that help and encourage designers to 
use new applications, methods, and materials. 

9. 	 Is a technical resource assisting, counseling and advising designers, maintenance 
engineers, construction engineers, and national organizations' committee members. 

10. Works with Joint Seals and Bearing Commjttee to evaluate, develop, and 
implement Caltrans' policies and procedures. 

11. Reviews shop plans and provides consultation to design and construction personnel. 
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12. Works with AASHTO in developing national criteria. 

13. Works with manufacturers to stay abreast of new technology and products. 

14. Provides expertise to others preparing standard plans and specifications. 

Joint Seals and Bearings Committee 

1. 	 Is concerned with the design, installation, and maintenance of joint seals and 
bearings. 

2. 	 Establishes, evaluates, and, ifnecessary, revises procedures involving expansion 
joints. 

3. 	 Advises Design as to type ofjoint seal to be used. 

4. 	 Provides technical assistance to Construction and Maintenance when requested. 

5. 	 Keeps aware, through various sources, ofstate-of-the-art developments, applica-
tions, and practice. 

6. 	 Reviews, examines, and evaluates systems and proprietary products. 

7. 	 Coordinates and works with Design, Construction, Maintenance, and Laboratory 
personnel to solve problems. initiate research, and reach conclusions. 

8. 	 Develops and recommends methods, procedures, policy, and specifications. 

9 . 	 Revises, updates, and interprets standards. specifications, memos, and manuals. 

10. Proposes and advocates use of appropriate new applications, methods, and materials. 

11. Develops and uses various training methods that help and encourage designers to 
use new applications, methods, and materials. 

12. Is a technical resource assisting, counseling and advising designers, maintenance 
engineers, construction engineers, and national organizations' commiaee members. 
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Design Policy 

Location of Deck Joints 

For most structures, locate deck joints at the abutments and take aJl the movement 
there. Excessive column forces in long structures may require the introduction of 
intermediate hinges. Hinges in CIP concrete structures should be avoided over traffic 
openings through faJsework. Open or finger joints should be avoided over traffic or 
other facilities (railroads, pedestrians, etc.) 

Where possible, limit the movement rating at a hinge to 4". In cenain cases, delaying 
the seal installation, thereby eliminating some of the long term prestress shortening, 
has been successful. Above this value the joint details become complex and the 
maintenance effort expands. However, seismic design often favors a reduction in the 
numberofhinges with a corresponding increase in movement at each joint. Joint seals 
to MR= 12" and beyond have been installed in such cases. 

Points of No Movement 

Points of no movement may be calculated by the approximate method. This method 
is shown in Example No. 1 (Artachment 1) and is accurate enough for most cases. For 
structures with seat type abutments, Bridge Design System reports the point of no 
movement for each frame. Diaphragm type abutments on spread footings should be 
checked for sliding when the stiffness of the diaphragm is used to calculate the po in ts 
of no movement. Use the following stiffness values to calculate the resistance of 
diaphragm type abutments on piles. 

Properties/Piles 

Pile Type I (ft4) E (psi) Equivalent 
Length 

End 
Condition 

Lateral Resistance 
kfm Deflection . 

Class 45 or 70 
16"CIDH 

HP 10x57 
0.115 4.0x l06 5.50' i lOOk/pile 

HP 10x42 0.080 4.0x l06 535' 75 k/pile 
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For long cwved freeway to freeway connectors, the movement at the abutments and 
hinges should be calculated using a three-dimensional STRUDL model for the strucrure. 

Movement Rating (MR) Calculations 

The Joint Movements Calculations form (Form DS-D-0129) is to be used to calculate 
the MR for all bridge expansion joints. This sheet is to be placed in the preliminary 
report for forwarding to Construction, (RE pending file). Example No. 2 (Attachment 
2) illustrates the necessary information to be provided by Design. Joint movement 
calculations may be reviewed with the "Maximum Contributory StrucrureLength" chart 
(Attachment 3). 

The MR is equal to the total anticipated movement from widest to narrowest opening 
ofajointThis is equal to the total thermal movement plus any anticipated shortening. 
The factors used to calculate the thermal movement are those found in the Bridge 
Design Specifications. The temperature range is the extreme ambient temperature 
range of the area which is given in the preliminary report. Since the structure's 
temperature range is fairly close to the ambient range, no adjustment will be made to 
the ambient range. 2 The factors used to calculate the anticipated shortening are about 
one-half the total expected creep and shrinkage. The reason for using the 50% factor 
is that approximately one-half of total anticipated shortening should be out of the 
structure at the time the joint groove widths are determined (approximately 11 
weeks). These values should be adjusted if the joint installation will be delayed or 
accelerated significantly. See the attached Prestress Shortening Chart (Attach-
ment 4). 

Type of Structure 
Coefficient of Expansion 

movement/unit 
length/degreeFahrenheit 

Anticipated Shortening 
inches/I00feet 

ofcontributory length 

Steel 0.0000065 0.00" . 

Concrete 
(conventionally reinforced) 0.0000060 0.06" 

Concrete (pretensioned) 0.0000060 0. 12" 

Concrete (post tensioned) 0.0000060 0.63" 
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Note that post tensioned concrete structures are expected to shorten about 0.63 inch/ 
100 feet due to stressing after the joint groove widths are determined. The total long-
term shortening is anticipated to be 1.20 inch/100 feet. The difference between the 
long-term shortening and the initial shortening is equal to 0.63 inch/100 feet. This is 
the value shown on the Joint Movements Calculations form as "Anticipated Short-
ening for Post Tensioned Concrete Structures." 

Many variables affect the actual movement in an expansion joint. Some of these are: 

a. 	 The actual point of no movement may differ from the calculated point of no 
movement 

b. 	 The actual shortening may differ from the estimated shortening. Shallow CIP PIS 
structures (depth/span< 0.04) may experience prestress shortening> 1.20 inch/ 
100 feet. 

c. 	 The actual minimum and maximum structure temperatures may differ from the 
extremes listed in the preliminary report. 

d. 	 The modulus of elasticity (Ee) may vary from the value used in the model. 

The above listed variables, plus the fact that the Movement Rating test method does 
not provide a dependable safety factor, explains the need for making conservative 
assumptions in design; therefore, the calculated MR's shall be rounded up to the 
nearest half inch. On prestressed structures increase the movement rating 25 percent 
when the MR is greater than 4 inches. The increase is handled in the Joint Movements 
Calculations form. Note that one of the primary reasons for bridge joint failure is 
unanticipated structure movement 1 

The MR of all joints must be shown on the plans. Examples of the correct notation 
on the plans are as follows: 
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Type Notation Standard Plan 

Open Joint Open Joint (MR= 2"*) -

TypeA Joint Seal (MR= lh") B6-21 

TypeB Joint Seal (MR = 1'h"*) B6-21 

Joint Seal Assembly Joint Seal Assembly (MR= 3"*) B6-21 

Longitudinal Joint Joint Seal (Type AL) B6-21 

*Calculated MR for the joint. 

Types of Joints 

Open Joints 

In most cases an open jointis not appropriate. Where it has been detennined that an open 
joint is acceptable, consideration should be given to the passage of water and debris 
through the joint Open joint designs should include gallery space for maintenance 
personnel to inspectand clean. Connections to a drainage system should also be included.. 
There are no standard details. The Joint Seals and Bearings Committee and Structure 
Maintenance must approve. 

Sealed Joints (MR= 2" maximum) 

Sealed joints in this movement range should be noted on the plans and referenced to 
Standard Plan B6-2l. No funher information is necessary on the plans. The Standard 
Specifications specify that a Type A pourable seal shall be used for an MR of 1h" and 
that a Type B compression seal be used for MR's of I", 11h" and 2". See Attachment 
5 for dimensions for the Type B compression seals, for the maximum groove width 
WJ , and for the saw cut depth. 

Joint Seal Assemblies (MR~ 21/i") 

Joint seal assemblies (MR = 21h" - 4") require use of Bridge Standard Detail Sheet 
XS-12-59. Complete the table on this sheet, including joint location, MR. skew, "a" 
dimension, and insert into the contract plans. The Standard Special Provisions also 
allow the use of alternative joint seal assemblies, which are approved after submittal 
ofshop plans. Refer to Attachment 6 fortypical alternativejoint seal assembly details 
(MR= 2'h" -4"). 
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Joint Seal Assemblies (MR > 4") require a modular assembly with intermediate 
supports. Standard devices are available for movement ratings starting at 6 inches up 
through 24 inches in 3-inch increments.1 Hence, a joint with·a 611.z inch movement 
rating will require a 9-inchjointseal assembly. The movement rating of the assembly 
is measured normal to the longitudinal axis of the assembly. Therefore, skewed 
suuctures may require a larger assembly, refer to Example No. 3, Attachment 7. The 
Standard Special Provisions describe detailed specifications. The selected seal is 
approved after submittal of the shop plans. Refer to Attachment 8 for typical modular 
joint seal assembly details. 

In both cases a blockout for the assembly is required at the joint The assembly itself 
is cast in a second concrete pour (closure pour) after any deck grinding has occurred. 
The designer should design the hinge to carry DL + U + 1 without the capacity 
provided by the blockout for the joint seal assembly. The reason for this is that heavy 
consuuction equipment is likely to travel across the joint prior to theclosure pourand 
a future joint replacement could require removal of the section. Therefore, main 
reinforcing bars should be detailed outside the blockout area to maintain structural 
capacity prior to pouring the closure pour. 

Recommended blockout dimensions are tabulated below: 

MovementRating Blockout Width (B) Depth(H) 

2112" to4" l '-0" 10" 

6" (2 cells) 1'-6" 14" 

9" (3 cells) 2'-0" 15" 

12" (4cells) 2'-6" 16" 

15" (5ceUs) 2'-6" 16" 

Blackout Dimensions 
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Although some modular joint seal assemblies can be installed in 12-inch deep 
blockouts, ic often results in construction difficulties. Shallow blockouts often leave 
limited vertical clearance between the assembly support boxes and the bottom of the 
blockout. Hence, the blockout closure pour may not be completed monolithically. 

The abutment or hinge sheets should detail adequate reinforcement to engage the 
assembly, while keeping main reinforcement and reinforcing bars No. 6 and larger 
out of the blockout area to ensure constructibility. Conflicts between main reinforcing 
steel and joint seal assemblies must be resolved by the Designer, not the Construction 
Engineer or manufacturer. The joint seal shop plans should note any required 
rearrangement of this reinforcement. Hence, timely submittal and review of shop 
drawings is essential to avoid construction. delays and problems. In addition, Joint 
Seal Assemblies MR > 4" require that a special overhang detail be included in the 
plans. Use Bridge Standard Detail Sheets XS-12-78 and XS-12-79. Abutment 
backwalls may have to be modified to accept the large blockout as well. In sho~ 
blockouts must be compatible with bridge details at hinges, abutments, barriers, 
sidewalks, and approach slabs. 

The Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist has details of the various assem-
blies that have been installed, and is able to assist in system verification as requested. 

The shop plan review is a joint effort between the Project Engineer, the Structure 
Representative and the Joint Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist The design 
project engineer should check any modifications affecting the design, e.g. blockout 
dimensions, reinforcement rearrangement, interference with prestress anchorage, 
etc. For complex joints (high skew, varying deck width) the Project Engineer will 
assist the Structure Representative by verifying the shop plan dimensions Uoint 
length, upturn in barrier, etc.). The Structure Representative will verify that the 
assembly meets the specifications and check the fabrication dimensions. The Tech-
nical Specialist will verify that the assembly is structurally adequate and is an 
approved system. The final shop drawing approval will be made by the project engineer. 

Longitudinal Joints 

When longitudinal joints cannot be avoided, specify "Joint Seal (Type AL)", and 
reference Standard Plan B6-21. 

Widening or phase constructed superstructures are typically attached positively by 
closure pours. (See Memo to Designers 9-3.) 
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Finger Joints 

If finger joints are considered, confer with the Joint Seals and Bearings Technical 
Specialist Finger joints are discouraged for new work. 

Expansion Joint Fillers (Sealed Joints) 

For MR~ 2", the expansion joint width is sired by the filler width "a" as shown on 
Standard Plan B6-21. Do not dimension on the plans. 

For MR> 2", the thickness of expanded polystyrene shall be shown on the plans and 
calculated as follows: 

Season Filler Width "a" 

Summer "a" = 1h (MR less anticipated shonening) 

Spring and Fall "a"= 3A (MR less anticipated shonening) 

Winter "a" = MR less anticipated shonening 

Where "a" = thickness of expanded polystyrene. 

The anticipated shortening should be calculated by the factors shown on the Joint 
Movements Calculations form. No reference to Standard Plan B6-21 should be 
shown on plans for MR > 2". 

Expansion Dams 

Refer to Bridge Design Details, page 8-45 for details to construct expansion dams 
when overlays are required on new structures with expansion joints. 

Snow Plow Deflectors 

Snow plow deflectors may be required to protect joints and plowing equipment on 
structures that are regularly cleared ofsnow. Skewed structures that match the plow 
skew (approximately 37°) are especially vulnerable to damage. Consult with the Joint 
Seals and Bearings Technical Specialist and Maintenance for suggestions and details 
on how to protect joints. 
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Skewed Joints 

Skewed joints place extra demands on joint seals. As a joint·opens and closes on a 
skewed structure, the joint seal shears longitudinally along the joint There is no 
practical way to reduce this shear stress other than to limit the skew. On j oint seal 
assemblies, skew generated stresses are partially accounted for by increasing the size 
of the assembly, refer to Example No. 3. 

To facilitate construction, joint seals (all types) should be detailed perpendicular to 
the barrier when the joint skew exceeds 20 degrees. 

Waterstop 

The waterstop, in addition to resisting leaking, provides a membrane that s tops silt, 
sand, concrete chippings, etc., from falling intO a joint below an easily accessible 
level. Debris is especially a problem during construction before a joint is sealed and 
even after construction if there is a joint seal failure. Waterstop should be specified 
at all sealed joints at hinges and seat type abutments (without approach slabs) where 
Standard Plan B6-21 is used. 

Waterstop, when required, should be shown on the plans and referenced to Standard 
Plan B0-3. 

Do not use waterstop with open joints, longitudinal expansion joints, and joints with 
a MR greaterthan 2". Use a neoprene strip on joints with MR's greaterthan 2 inches. 

Quantity Estimate 

Estimate the linear feet of each MR joint seal called for on the plans. Waterstop is a 
separate item and should be estimated in linear feet 

As-Built Plans 

Approved/corrected joint seal assembly working drawings are submitted by the 
Contractor to the Documents Unit and incorporated into the As-Built plans. 

Bridge Deck Joint Rehabilitation Projects 

Details and procedure specific to rehabilitation projects are discussed in Anachment 9. 
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Other 	Considerations 

ll is the designer's responsibility to check the movement capability of all details 
shown on the plans. This check includes items such as hinge details, eb.stomcric pads. 
abutment diaphragms on piles or spread footings, eanhquake restrainers and any 
other details which may be affected by too much movement In all cases. the 
movement capacity of these items should be greater than the calcu!Jtcd movement, 
or as recommended by other Memos to Designers. 

References/Footnotes 
l. 	"Bridge Deck Joints," NCHRP Rcpon 141, September 1989. Transportation 

Research Board. 

2. 	 "Annual Movement Study of Bridge Deck Expansion Joints Final Repon," 
prepared by Carl F. Stewart, June 1969. Business and T ransportation Agency, 
Department of Public Works, Division of Highways, Bridge Department. 

3. 	 "Draft LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and Commentary," NCHRP Repon 
12-33, March 1993. Modjcski and Masters, Inc., Consulting Engineers . 
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